
BEANSTACK MOBILE APP GUIDE 

Beanstack offers a mobile app that allows for logging and  
tracking reading. It strives to be like a Fitbit for reading. It allows 
for tracking reading and activities for multiple readers within 
one  account. It is free and available in the Play and App stores. 
A search for Beanstack, will bring up the app called Beanstack  
Tracker with a heart logo for you to install. 

Getting started after downloading the app 

1. First you will need to find the Coal City Public Library District by clicking on the blue button 

marked “Get Started.” 

2. Search for Coal City to pull up Coal City Public Library District. Tap the library name to get to 

the login screen. 

3. Login with Username/Password or Click on “Don’t Have an Account? Sign Up!” at the 

bottom of the page to get to the registration screen. 

Note whenever you sign out of the app, you will need to go through the find your library 

steps. It is recommended that readers remain logged in to avoid these extra steps. 



Signing up for an account in the app 

The registration process is done in two parts: creating the account, and then adding the reader in-
formation. Like with the website registration, the patron first makes a general account then adds 
readers. 
Steps to create an account: 
1. Create Username and Password. 
2. Personal Information: First Name and Last Name. 
3. Contact information - both email and phone 

number are optional, but it is recommended that 
all patrons include email for easy password reset, 
and to  be notified if they are a winner. 

4. After the account is created you will be asked if 
you want to add another adult. 

5. You will be asked if you want to add a child. 
6. With either completing or adding a reader profile, 

you will enter the age and grade of the reader.  
This ensures that the reader is entered       
automatically into the correct summer reading 
challenge. 

7. Once you have added all family participants you 
will be at a screen where you can Log Reading and 
Activities. 

8. Depending on the reader’s age you will be asked to 
log books, minutes, and/or activities. 

After the account has been created, there is the  
option to either “Fill Out My Reader Profile” (this 
must be completed if the account holder wants to 
participate in a reading challenge) or “Add A  
Reader” (for a family account with the parent not  
participating in a reading challenge). Of course, they 
can always later update the account profile to  
participate in challenges or add additional readers. 
 
 



Logging Reading 

1. Click on the Log Reading blue button at the top. 
2. Select the profile of the person for whom you 
are entering a reading or activity log. 
3.  Select Minutes or Books to log reading or Activi-
ties to log an activity. 
4.  There are five methods for logging reading: 
 A. In the app you can Scan Title ISBN 
(requires access to device camera). 
 B. In the app you can manually enter 
ISBN. 
 C. Search Recently Logged Titles. 
 D. Manually Enter Title Info. 
 E. Log a Day, Minutes or Pages Only 
Note that any reading activities will have to be 
logged in both the reading log and the activity log 
(i.e. you read a book toward the Anime activity 
badge). 
5. When you earn a badge it will pop up on your 
screen. 
 


